Urban Studies Courses Spring 2015 (Provisional List)

Urb 301/GEG 301 “Cities in Time and Space” R. Grant
GEG 301 IT/GEG 523 “Urban Management” M. Kanai
GEG 520 “Immigration to the United States” T. Boswell

Pol 322 “Environmental Politics and Policy” G. Gonzalez
Pol 343 “Government in Metropolitan Area” G. Gonzalez

SOC 306 “Wealth and Diversity in Contemporary America” G. Wilson
SOC 387 “Race and Ethnic Relations” Jomills Braddock
SOC 388 “The Black Ghetto in Urban Society” M. Dawkins

HIS 300 “Miami Engagement History: Media and Social Change, R. Bachin, S. Evans

LAW 550 “Urbanization, Capitalism and Development Class, A. Portes

AMS 33901 “Topics in American Studies: Urban Studies,” Staff
AMS 339,IT “Topics in American Studies: Urban Studies” G. Yudice and R. Ramirez